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The primary reason why 99% of day traders fail is because they lack a systematic, disciplined
trading method. The fact of the matter is that trading with technical Indicators can be a dangerous
game when you:
Are using inferior or lagging Indicators that simply do not work;
Do not understand how to properly or profitably use the Indicators; and
Cannot use the Indicators to repeatedly exploit the market and gain an edge

The Elite Trader Package™ is a suite of easy-to-use Indicators, superior to other technical
Indicators currently available on the commercial market. Developed to catch market reversals with
a high degree of precision and accurately diagnose trends, the Elite Indicators within the Elite
Trader Package™ are extraordinarily accurate, powerful and easy to use.
The Elite Trader Package™ will revolutionize how you approach technical trading by enabling you
to:
Catch major and minor reversals with an extremely high-degree of accuracy;
Decipher confusing charts by accurately gauging the underlying trend;
Confirm and execute each trade with pinpoint precision;
Place precise stop-losses to maximize profits and minimize risk; and
Establish a systematic, disciplined trading routine to repeatedly exploit consistent
profits.
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Included within the Elite Trader Package™ is a suite of proprietary trading Indicators that succeed
where virtually all others fail. The Elite Indicators are the product of countless programming hours
by a team of Chartered Market Technicians (CMT) who sought to create the most effective trading
Indicators possible. Through five years of development and exhaustive back-testing, they
successfully synthesized various complex trading concepts into a suite of easy-to-use trading
tools.
Whether as a set of standalone leading Indicators or as high probability secondary Indicators to
add to your existing trading plan, the Elite Trader Package™ has proven itself as our single most
profitable standalone proprietary design. Whether you scalp futures using tick charts, swing trade
options intra-session, trade stocks / bonds on the daily / weekly, or invest in ETFs / mutual funds
with a daily, weekly or monthly time horizon … the Elite Trader Package™ will work for you.

Unlike other Indicators that require extensive analysis, the Elite Indicators register explicit buy and
sell signals of various degrees of strength. This eliminates virtually all 'chart work' by informing
you precisely when and where to buy, sell, take profits, and set your stop-loss. Despite the degree
of complexity within the algorithms that power the Elite Indicators, both novice and professional
traders alike will each find them to be trader-friendly and simple to use.
Stop spending hours reviewing charts in search of the next trade setup
Stop being overwhelmed and confused by mixing and matching technical Indicators
and trading strategies
Stop holding yourself hostage all day in front of your computer screen trying to
decipher a bunch of squiggly lines
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1) Accuracy (percentage of winning/profitable trades); and
2) Risk: Reward Ratios (average winning trade / average losing trade).
50% accuracy with a Risk: Reward ratio of 1:1 results in zero gains & losses (save commissions
& slippage). Therefore, we need to either increase the accuracy or increase the Risk: Reward
Ratio. The Buy & Sell signals generated by the Elite Indicators will increase both.
The Elite Indicators issue reversal signals with varying degrees of strength, in addition to
“Filtered Signals”, which are even more precise and powerful. Moreover, some of the
Indicators have input settings that can be modified to generate only the strongest signals
possible.
The Risk: Reward Ratio of all your trades will always be more than 1:1 (and very rarely will
it be less than 1:3!) This is due to the fact that you can employ very tight stop-losses
because of the high degree of accuracy and timeliness of the buy / sell signals.
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The Elite Trader Package™ enables traders to achieve extraordinary Risk: Reward Ratios on
every single trade!
The technical concepts and proprietary algorithms that power the Elite Trader Package™ were
specifically designed to:

The algorithms within the Elite Indicators were designed to generate signals on bars that are at,
or in very close proximity to, absolute highs and lows in price action. Since the point of entry for
each signals is so close to a recent high or low, initial stop-losses can be placed very tight (several
stop-loss methods are discussed later); this serves to limit risk where losses will always remain
smaller than profits from winning trades.

By using the Elite Target Levels™ Indicator, traders pre-define exact price levels for their entry
and stop-loss. By having an explicitly defined stop-loss before entering a position, traders can
overcome the emotional problems that arise when trading without a rigidly defined risk
management plan.
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Many Elite signals are designed to work immediately. This means that your position will either be:
-

An immediate winner, in which case you can move your stop-loss up to breakeven and
continue to scale it up to continually lock in your profits …
or

-

An immediate loser, in which the signal fails as price moves against you in the wrong
direction and hits your stop-loss. By correctly employing the Elite Target Levels™ and
adhering to the information contained throughout the Elite Trader Guide, your stop-loss
will always be pre-defined and in close proximity to your point of entry.

By focusing on risk management and capital preservation before targeting profit-taking levels, you
can easily and immediately exit any losing position. Using this systematic approach enables you
to always know how much you are risking before entering each trade, which helps to remove the
worry and fear associated with uncertainty as to where to exit a losing trade. This will prove itself
invaluable to your emotional state and help you become a disciplined, successful trader.
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What makes the Elite Trader Package™ so effective is that it has been formulated as a complete
trading solution with a specific Indicator for each specific aspect of trading:
Elite Oscillator™ generates our primary and most powerful buy / sell signals by identifying
Cycle and SuperCycle Tops & Bottoms, as well as “Filtered” Signals.
Elite Cycles™ detect when a bullish / bearish cycle is ending, thereby alerting the trader
to the increased likelihood of a price reversal once a new cycle begins.
Elite Scalper Dots™ highlight areas of excessive momentum where profit-taking is most
likely to occur, providing timely entries and exits.
Elite Exits™ spots when trend strength and momentum is decaying, which is often an
ideal time to either tighten stops or exit a position to avoid giving back profits.
Elite Trend Zones™ issue “Exhaustion” signals that are ideal for exits and provides an
accurate ‘raw’ assessment of the current trend at all times.
Elite Trender™ transforms hard-to-read charts into clear pictures that show both the
direction and strength of the current trend.
Elite FIBs™ gauge the current trend and show whether price is trending up, down or
sideways, in addition to assisting with exits.
Elite Trailing Stop™ & Elite Target Levels™ provide exact price levels to help you
determine your profit-targets and stop-loss placement.
The following sections of the Elite Trader Guide explain each Elite Indicator in full detail, with
numerous chart examples and our recommendations for greatest usage. We strongly urge you
to carefully read through the Trader Guide so that you truly absorb the information and tips that
our team of experts have provided.
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The Elite Oscillator™ (EO) is our extremely accurate and robust proprietary oscillator that
eliminates ALL guesswork from chart analysis by registering explicit buy / sell signals of varying
degrees. These signals are intended to show exactly when and exactly where to buy and sell as
well as how much conviction one ought to have at almost any juncture. Many other 'predictive'
oscillators are imprecise and coincidental ... little more than lagging, squiggly lines that constantly
swivel back and forth across amorphous "overbought / oversold" areas ... continually failing to
provide timely and accurate buy / sell signals. The unique algorithms within the Elite Oscillator™
(EO) locate high-probability reversals with pinpoint precision, enabling traders to catch major (and
minor) turning points on stocks, options, ETFs, bonds, futures, and FOREX!
Bottom Line: the Elite Oscillator™ is a truly predictive, leading Indicator that consistently catches
both tops and bottoms at their absolute highs and lows ... allowing traders to establish and exit
positions on the earliest bars possible for the maximum potential reward and minimum risk
exposure on every trade. The EO is the absolute ‘cream of the crop’ when it comes to reversalbased Indicators; it is perhaps the most powerful of all the Elite Indicators and provides a solid
foundation for an effective, disciplined trading strategy
The EO has helped both amateur and professional traders develop a truly systematic, disciplined
approach to trading by providing them with a powerful, fractal foundation to build upon.

- The following pages contain chart examples illustrating the various Elite Oscillator™ Signals -
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Minor buy signals that are generated when the EO reverses the direction of its slope while in
oversold territory. These signals often catch short-term swing lows in price.
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These are major buy signals that often coincide with important turning points in price. These
signals are likely to mark an end to a large downtrend and have a high potential for catching
significant price moves to the upside.
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The strongest buy signals possible, which often coincide with major swing lows in price. Several
rules and conditionals must be satisfied in order for these signals to be generated, resulting in
only the most accurate and powerful buy signals possible.
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Minor sell signals that are generated when the EO reverses the direction of its slope while in
overbought territory. These signals often catch short-term swing highs in price.
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These are major sell signals that often coincide with important turning points in price. These
signals are likely to mark an end to a large uptrend and have a high potential for catching
significant price moves to the downside.
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The strongest sell signals possible, which often coincide with major swing highs in price. Several
rules and conditionals must be satisfied in order for these signals to be generated, resulting in
only the most accurate and powerful sell signals possible.
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The Elite Oscillator™ has a built-in ‘Signal Filter’ that determines whether a buy or sell signal
satisfies the strictest technical requirements. A buy or sell signal must pass several additional
technical requirements in order to be categorized as “Filtered”. These Filtered Signals are
superior to the standard signals in that they are more accurate, more reliable and more profitable.
We can confidently say that, although scarce, the Cycle and SuperCycle Filtered Signals that are
generated are amongst the most accurate buy / sell signals that you will find in any commercially
available trading Indicator (and we’ve tried the vast majority of what is out there). While the
algorithms behind these signals are rather complex and demanding from a coder’s perspective,
the signals that they generate are remarkably clear and concise from a trader’s perspective.
*** While we don’t recommend trading every Filtered Buy / Sell Signal that is generated, the
Filtered Cycle and SuperCycle Signals are usually worthy trade candidates. The accuracy (and
relative scarcity) of these signals is what makes them so special. These sign als are the ‘cream
of the crop’ when it comes to buy / sell signals and we strongly suggest capitalizing on the highprobability trades that they offer.

(Depends on Trading Platform and Background Color)
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The Elite Oscillator™ is fully customizable and may be modified in a variety of ways. That being
said, we strongly recommend that amateur traders stick with the default settings that have been
deemed the overall best setup by our team of experts. For more advanced traders, you can try
adjusting the various input settings to find a different setup that may better compliment your
specific trading style and timeframe.
The Elite Oscillator™ plots an extremely smooth line that changes color depending on whether it
is sloping upwards or downwards. Users can modify the sensitivity of the various buy / sell signals
that it generates in any of the following ways:
1) Modifying the “EO Length”, “EO Smoothing”, and “EO Response Time” settings will
cause the EO to either slow up or speed down, which will affect both how and when signals
are generated. While we encourage all traders to 'experiment' with the Indicators, the
default settings of the EO provide a proper balance between smoothness of the oscillator
and its response time at turning points.
2) Modifying the “Inertia” Setting will change how much energy is produced by each
individual price movement, which is directly related to how smooth the EO plot is.
Increasing the inertia setting means that the EO will require larger price movements to
reverse its direction, resulting in a smoother plot with less ‘back-and-forth’.
3) Altering the value levels of the Overbought / Oversold thresholds changes the values
of the thresholds where buy / sell signals are generated. The default Overbought / Oversold
is a Fibonacci-based “89” and “10.618”, respectively. If one changes the Overbought /
Oversold to the common levels of “80” and “20”, the EO will register more signals at the
direct expense of its accuracy.
The ability to customize the EO and the strictness of its signals enables traders to harness its
truly predictive power by further personalizing how to best Identify, Isolate, Time, Execute, and
Manage ideal trades around their own unique personality and trading style.
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The issue of quantity vs. quality is a common theme throughout technical trading. As it pertains
to the buy / sell signals generated by the Elite Indicators, our golden rule-of-thumb is always
“Quality over Quantity”.
There are many ways to modify the Elite Oscillator™ to generate more buy / sell signals; however,
this is generally not recommended. You do not need to, nor do we recommend:

It may be tempting to simply locate any signal and immediately take the trade, but this is
not the key to successful trading. By following our 5-IITEM EO Checklist for Establishing
Positions, you will employ an effective, focused trading method that will help you to confirm
valid signals while avoiding the false ones.

Adjusting the Length, Smoothing, Inertia, or Overbought/Oversold input settings will result
in either more or less buy / sell signals. While desensitizing these settings will produce
more signals, they will be inherently less accurate and less reliable. There are, however,
some instances where this may be beneficial. One specific example is decreasing the
Overbought/Oversold levels to 80/20 and then activating the “Filtered Signals Only” setting.
This results in slightly different signals than the default settings and is an excellent method
to confirm a great trading setup by seeking out a multiple confluence of signals generated
by different EO setups.
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The EO Indicator settings allow for the option to “calculate on close”, which is set to false by
default. With this option disabled, the EO signals will only appear after a bar has closed and a
new one opens. If you enable this option, EO signals will appear before the bar closes; however,
this may result in a ‘nonsense signal’ being generated.

On a 60-minute chart of SPY, price has gained 1% over the course of the current bar, causing the
EO to reverse its slope and issue a “Buy Dot” at 10:45 am. However, SPY crashes from 10:45 11:00 and the hourly bar closes with only a 0.2% gain. At the close of the bar, the EO has not
reversed its slope nor has it generated a buy signal. The problem is that the chart cannot delete
a signal once it is plotted and as a result, a “nonsense signal” is plotted despite the fact that it is
no longer valid.
*** Most of the Elite Indicators are set to “calculate on close” rather than updating after every tick.
While disabling the “calculate on close” setting can be valuable in that it allows traders to locate
a premature signal and enter a position before the close of the bar … please remain alert to the
possibility of “nonsense signals” being generated. The longer the interval period, the easier it is
to manage intra-bar signals. Since daily charts plot only one bar, we at Fibozachi prefer to disable
“calculate on close” in order to catch potential signals over the course of the trading day. By using
only “market on close” orders, we are able to ensure that the signals are still valid just before the
session ends so that we can establish overnight positions (extremely useful for trading options).
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Depending on the symbol and interval period you are using, the EO settings may have to be
adjusted to achieve more accurate signals.
We strongly recommend modifying either your interval period or the EO settings if price action
exhibits any of the following undesirable characteristics:

The ATR (Average True Range) from bar to bar is extremely close or exactly the
same;
Consecutive bars often have the exact same open, high, low or closing prices. In
other words, there is a lack of upward or downward directional movement;
Price frequently gaps upwards or downwards.

These instances are much more likely to occur with stocks that have extremely low liquidity or
with intra-day charts (1-15 minute) of securities that are priced below $15 or so. This occurs
because the range is often very narrow from bar to bar and several bars will plot without much
price movement … using any price-related technical Indicator will prove to be futile since there
is a complete lack of ‘price information’ that formulas or algorithms must rely on.
*** If you notice several false signals being registered, please step back and ask yourself if it
is the result of a relentless rally / sell-off or if the price data is simply insufficient for technical
Indicators to function as they are designed (e.g. trading afterhours on a 1-minute chart).
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Daily charts do tend to be more reliable than most of the other timeframes because:
Each bar’s ATR (Average True Range) varies considerably, which allows the EO to
decipher important price information;
Price rarely gaps much more than a few percent (outside of earnings announcements), so
the EO is rarely positively or negatively skewed by an abnormally large price increase or
decrease; and
Rarely does a security’s price increase or decrease for more than 5 consecutive days. This
will account for the majority of false signals, which are more prone to occur during relentless
rallies or sell-offs.

The easiest way is to slow down your timeframe, which will allow price to achieve directional
movement rather than remaining static from bar to bar.
With the correct modifications, the EO will repeatedly produce accurate signals on any symbol
and interval period. For those of you who must trade a 1-minute chart of Citigroup, Sirius,
Dryships or other similarly low-priced instruments, we recommend the following:
Increase the “Inertia” input setting to reduce excessive signals (try 1.382 or 1.618);
Slow down the EO by modifying input settings to the values of 21, 5, 8 (or similar);
Activate the “Filtered Signals Only” input setting to ignore weaker signals;
Adjust the overbought / oversold levels to produce fewer signals.
The main point to convey is that the EO can be customized to your specific trading vehicle(s)
and interval period(s). While past performance can in no way, shape or form guarantee future
success; it is most prudent for traders to take a specific setup that has consistently worked in
the past and to apply it to the present-day in a logical and disciplined manner.
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The following tips are provided courtesy of the various CMTs and expert traders that have helped
construct the Elite Oscillator™.

-

“The standard signals can often be spot-on, but I only take trades when a Cycle,
SuperCycle, or Filtered Signal is generated. Not only are these signals less prone to
being stopped out, but they also tend to result in more significant price moves and allow
me to catch the trades that you just keep riding until they lose steam … if I’m in a trade
and a standard signal registers in the opposite direction, I either tighten my stop-loss
considerably or just exit the position entirely.”

-

“I use a common sports-betting money management approach to trade the 3 levels of
buy and sell signals. First, I establish my “unit size”, which is currently 1% of my trading
account. Standard signals are 1-unit trades, Cycle Top & Bottom signals are 2-unit
trades and SuperCycle Top & Bottom signals are 3-unit trades. I never exceed 3 units
on any one trade and if I am not fully confident in the signal (news, earnings, time of
day/month/year, illiquidity, etc.), I’ll either use fewer units or pass on the trade.”

-

“Find a signal on a large timeframe and then zoom in to a smaller or faster timeframe
to confirm that another signal was or is generated. For example, locate a buy signal on
a daily chart and then zoom in to the 30-min, 60-min or 120-min timeframes. If a buy
signal was or is soon generated on one of the smaller timeframes, it provides additional
confirmation and increases the likelihood that the trade will be a winner.”
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-

“Use the default EO settings as the “Fast” version, and use the settings of 21, 5, 8 for
the “Slow” version. When both versions align and each plots a signal within 1-2 bars of
each other, there is a better chance that price will follow-through.”

-

“Some signals are clearly better trade candidates than others, depending on the
character of recent price action. You really don’t have to be a chart whiz to realize
which signals are more likely to succeed, just be on the lookout for …

Signals that register after large gaps in price (usually at open of session)
Signals that occur when price is at new highs or lows (relative to timeframe)

These types of signals are less likely to produce consistent winners, as opposed to the
ideal signals that only register after price has consolidated sideways for a bit and is not
at a brand new long-term high or low.”

-

“The only way to truly take advantage of the effective buy and sell signals that the EO
generates is to set up a “Scanning Command Center”. I have a few favorite issues that
I prefer to trade, but I don’t like waiting around and having to constantly check to see if
a signal was generated. My solution is to run scans on all of the index components for
the 15-minute, 30-minute, and 60-minute timeframes during each session … searching
for all of the “SuperCycle” signals and “Filtered Signals”. As the signals register, I just
quickly check each symbol’s chart, pick my favorite 2 or 3 setups and then execute
positions. I usually try to have both long and short positions to create a hedge, which
is always possible as long as the advance/decline ratio isn’t massively skewed in one
direction.”
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Before reading this section, it is important to understand that the Elite Trader Package™ is a
complete trading solution. The Elite Indicators are designed to show you the current direction and
strength of the trend, reversal and scalping signals, profit-taking areas, and where to place stoplosses and take profits. That being said, it is possible to trade solely with the Elite Oscillator™ if
used properly. The following section describes how to establish positions using the EO Version
of our “5-IITEM Checklist”.
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It is much more desirable to catch a trend in its early stages for the simple sake of maximizing
your R-multiple (risk/reward ratio). Therefore, the goal of each EO buy signal is to catch a major
bottom in which price is at the lowest point possible. We have devised a simple 5-IITEM checklist
to help you identify, isolate, time, execute and manage the ideal Elite Oscillator™ long entry.
► Identification: price appears in a bearish trend as indicated by the EO value being below the
“Oversold” threshold.
► Isolation: wait for the EO to reverse the direction and color of its slope, thereby generating a
Buy Dot, Cycle Bottom, or SuperCycle Bottom. This is the “Key Reversal” bar.
► Timing & Execution: execute your order on the close of the bar or on the open of the next
bar. Some traders may want to wait for the next bar to provide additional upwards follow-through
in both price and the value of the EO before entry, to avoid the possibility of a “false signal”. In
this case, enter an order to buy if price breaks the high of the “Key Reversal” bar and designate
this bar as the upward “Breakout” bar.
► Management: place a stop beneath the low of the “Key Reversal” bar or the “Breakout” bar.
As your position becomes profitable, we strongly encourage you to scale up your stops (to at least
breakeven) to ensure that the trade can only be a winner. It is not uncommon for a signal to result
in only 1-5 bars of upward price movement before resuming a larger downtrend. For this reason,
we recommend continuously moving up your stop to just beneath the low of the previous bar or
two. Alternatively, you can simply use the Elite Target Levels™ Indicator to determine your stoploss and profit-target levels.

*** We at Fibozachi highly suggest always using the closing price of a bar as confirmation to
enter a trade. It is simply not desirable for the high of a bar to break a previous price extreme
while closing below it, as this often marks failed upward breakouts. For example, an upward
“Breakout” bar must always close higher than its “Key Reversal” bar in order to register a valid
long signal.
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It is much more desirable to catch a trend in its early stages for the simple sake of maximizing
your R-multiple (risk/reward ratio). Therefore, the goal of each EO sell signal is to catch a major
top in which price is at the highest point possible. We have devised a simple 5-IITEM checklist to
help you identify, isolate, time, execute and manage the ideal Elite Oscillator™ short entry.
► Identification: price appears in a bullish trend as indicated by the EO value being above the

“Overbought threshold.
► Isolation: wait for the EO to reverse the direction and color of its slope, thereby generating a

Sell Dot, Cycle Top, or SuperCycle Top. This is the “Key Reversal” bar.
► Timing & Execution: execute your order on the close of the bar or on the open of the next

bar. Some traders may want to wait for the next bar to provide additional downwards followthrough in both price and the value of the EO before entry, to avoid the possibility of a “false
signal”. In this case, enter an order to buy if price breaks the low of the “Key Reversal” bar and
designate this bar as the downward “Breakout” bar.
► Management: place a stop above the high of the “Key Reversal” bar or the “Breakout” bar.

As your position becomes profitable, we strongly encourage you to scale down your stops (to at
least breakeven) to ensure that the trade can only be a winner. It is not uncommon for a signal to
result in only 1-5 bars of downward price movement before it resuming a larger uptrend. For this
reason, we recommend continuously lowering your stop to just above the high of the previous bar
or two. Alternatively, you can simply use the Elite Target Levels™ Indicator to determine your
stop-loss and profit-target levels.
*** We at Fibozachi highly suggest always using the closing price of a bar as confirmation to
enter a trade. It is simply not desirable for the low of a bar to break a previous price extreme while
above below it, as this often marks failed downward breakouts. For example, a downward
“Breakout” bar must always close lower than its “Key Reversal” bar in order to register a valid
short signal.
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The Elite Oscillator™ PaintBar color-codes each bar based on the current EO value, which
enables traders to monitor EO trend conditions directly from the chart.

Traders can now choose from any of the following color-coding options:

►
►
►
►
One of the most unique and useful aspects of the Elite Oscillator™ PaintBar is its ability to utilize
special Gradient Color-Coding techniques.

We at Fibozachi strongly recommend that you

implement Gradient Color-Coding when using the Elite Oscillator™ PaintBar because it is
significantly more informative than other color-coding methods. This is due to the fact that the
colors of the bars are always a perfect representation of the current EO trend conditions.

Using the dynamic gradient option will make the color-coding more leading and predictive, as
opposed to simply being concurrent with price. Rather than gauging where the EO value is within
the possible range of “0 – 100”, it will instead determine where the EO value is within the range
of the minimum and maximum EO values over the last “X” number of bars. Consider the following
examples:
Standard Gradient Color-Coding: If the EO is at a value of “30”, it will be colored more towards
the bearish color (Blue). It is essentially a blend of 70% blue and 30% green.
Dynamic Gradient Color-Coding: If the EO is at a value of “30” and it is the lowest value over
the last “X” bars, it will be colored 100% bearish (Blue). However, if the EO is at a value of “30”
and it is the highest value over the last “X” bars, it will be colored 100% bullish (Green).
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The Elite Cycles™ Indicators detect when a bullish / bearish price cycle is ending, thereby alerting
the trader to the onset of a brand new price cycle.

Both Indicators employ very complex

algorithms, which analyze price movements across a multitude of 50 different length settings. The
cycle-based reversal signals are generated when a sufficient amount of cyclical activity is
registered, which plots a green (bullish) or red (bearish) spike.
Similar to the Elite Oscillator™, the ‘Cycle Spike’ reversal signals are extremely precise and are
designed to work immediately. You can use them to establish new positions, close out existing
positions, or to confirm reversal signals generated by the other Elite Indicators.
During the development phase, we created two different versions of the Indicator that were both
quite effective; Elite Cycles™ 1.0 & Elite Cycles™ 2.0. While each Indicator employs a similar
cycle-based algorithm, they generate slightly different signals.

*** Since the two versions of the Indicator each generate unique signals, it is wise to seek out
areas of signal confluence. If each Indicator issues a ‘Cycle Spike’ at the same exact time, there
is a greater likelihood that a price reversal is at hand and a top or bottom will soon be established.
- The following pages contain chart examples illustrating the various Cycle Spike Signals –
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* Note that the value of the ‘Spike Line’ is always “0” when no cycles have been detected.

When a bearish cycle is ending, the value of the ‘Spike Line’ will drop to “-100”. It may remain at
“-100” for several bars until the onset of a new bullish cycle has registered. When a new bullish
cycle registers, the ‘Spike Line’ will return to “0”, thereby generating a green ‘downward spike’.
In this scenario, it is important to note that the bullish reversal signal occurs when the ‘Spike Line’
drops to “-100”, yet it is not confirmed until it rises back up and returns to “0”.
When price becomes extremely oversold, large green dots will be plotted on top of the ‘Spike
Line’.

However, it is important to note that price may become extremely oversold without

registering a new bullish cycle. Bullish cycles that register while price is extremely oversold should
be thought of as bullish “Filtered Signals”. These types of signals are superior to standard signals
in that they are more accurate, more reliable and more profitable.
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When a bullish cycle is ending, the value of the ‘Spike Line’ will rise to “100”. It may remain at
“100” for several bars until the onset of a new bearish cycle has registered. When a new bearish
cycle registers, the ‘Spike Line’ will return to “0”, thereby generating a red ‘upward spike’. In this
scenario, it is important to note that the bearish reversal signal occurs when the ‘Spike Line’ rises
to “100”, yet it is not confirmed until it drops back down and returns to “0”.
When price becomes extremely overbought, large red dots will be plotted on top of the ‘Spike
Line’. However, it is important to note that price may become extremely overbought without
registering a new bearish cycle. Bearish cycles that register while price is extremely overbought
should be thought of as bearish “Filtered Signals”. These types of signals are superior to standard
signals in that they are more accurate, more reliable and more profitable.
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The Elite Cycles™ Indicators are extremely easy to customize since there are only two input
settings that can be modified. You can modify the sensitivity of the ‘Cycle Spike’ reversal signals
in any of the following ways:
The “Length” input setting determines the dominant or primary cycle length. The default
is set to “21”, which tells the algorithm to put more emphasis on 21-bar cycles. You can
modify the “Length” setting to any number, which will change how and when the ‘Cycle
Spike’ signals are generated.
Increasing the “Cycle Strength” input setting will employ stricter conditionals and rules so
that signals will be more accurate, while occurring less frequently.
Decreasing the “Cycle Strength” input setting will bypass certain filters, resulting in a
greater number of signals at the expense of accuracy.
The “Reversal Strength” input setting determines how overbought/oversold price must
be in order to register a ‘Cycle Spike’ signal. Higher values mean that signals will only
occur after an extreme uptrend/downtrend, whereas lower values will generate signals after
moderate or weak uptrends/downtrends.
*** Some traders prefer to have many signals generated so that they can pick and choose which
ones they want to trade. Others prefer that only the strongest signals are generated so that they
are not distracted by numerous signals. We recommend using the following settings:

Cycle Strength: Use any number between 2.0 – 4.0
Reversal Strength: Use any number between 2.0 – 4.0
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The Elite Scalper Dots™ Indicator employs a unique algorithm that has been specifically designed
to seek out areas where profit-taking is extremely likely to occur. When a trend nears its point of
exhaustion it may end with an explosive capitulation of buying / selling, or gradually decay until
the trend is no longer substantial. While the Elite Exits™ algorithm focuses on identifying ideal
areas for exits via trend decay, the Elite Scalper Dots™ are formulated to alert the trader to
‘Scalper / Profit-Taking Signals’ that result after intense buying climaxes or selling climaxes.
These signals often precede an immediate price reversal or sideways consolidation over the next
1-10 bars, making them ideal profit-taking and/or scalp signals.
When specific measures of momentum have reached levels that are simply unsustainable, the
‘Scalper Signals’ are plotted directly onto the chart in real-time. This often leads to both price and
Indicator reversion, whereby the momentum readings must be 'reset' back to reasonable levels
... this is accomplished when price reverses its one-way course and 'cools off' for at least a few
bars. On some occasions, price may manage to push slightly higher or lower for a few more
bars; however, the main trend will have already run its course and there is little profit to be gained.
These signals are intended to be used primarily as a warning sign that profit-taking is very likely
to occur and not as a major reversal signal. This is because its signals are only registered when
momentum hits a ceiling on multiple timeframes, which explains how and why the Elite Scalper
Dots™ is the epitome of leading technical Indicators. Unlike the reversal Indicators, which require
a shift of momentum and price from one direction to the other, the Scalper Dots require that an
extreme excess of buying / selling momentum is reached before a signal can be plotted. This
results in signals that are plotted BEFORE any kind of price reversal occurs, enabling traders to
cover existing positions with incredibly accuracy as well as to anticipate reversal signals that may
soon register on the Elite Oscillator™, Elite Cycles™, Elite Exits™, or Elite Trend Zones™
Indicators.
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Each scalper/profit-taking signal is ranked by its strength and categorized as a “Level 3”, “Level
4”, or “Level 5” signal. The overview of each signal is as follows:

Level “3” Signal: Registers when momentum reaches an unsustainable level across 3
different timeframes. These signals are the weakest generated and so it is fairly common
to see a “Level 3” dot register just before a “Level 4” or “Level 5” dot.
Level “4” Signal: Registers when momentum reaches an unsustainable level across 4
different timeframes. These tend to be the least common signals because momentum will
often ‘jump’ from “Level 3” to “Level 5” if price does not immediately reverse.
Level “5” Signal: Registers when momentum reaches an unsustainable level across 5
different timeframes. These signals are the strongest and very rarely will price continue in
the same direction after “Level 5” signals are generated. The multiple confluence of
excessive momentum across all timeframes is an ideal ‘heads-up’ and warning sign that
profit-taking will soon occur.

- The following pages contain chart examples illustrating the various Scalper Dot Signals -
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These signals occur when a bearish trend reaches an unsustainable level of momentum, thereby
alerting the trader to the likelihood that short-covering will soon occur. If you are holding a short
position, it is wise to cover and exit when these signals register or else you may squander existing
profits. Advanced traders can use these signals as a method of scalping quick profits on the
upward retracement that often immediately follows.
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These signals occur when a bullish trend reaches an unsustainable level of momentum, thereby
alerting the trader to the likelihood that profit-taking will soon occur. If you are holding a long
position, it is wise to exit when these signals register or else you may squander existing profits.
Advanced traders can use these signals as a method of scalping quick profits on the downward
retracement that often immediately follows.
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The Elite Scalper Dots™ has a built-in ‘Signal Filter’ that determines whether a signal satisfies
additional technical requirements, thereby increasing its accuracy and rate of success. These
Filtered Signals are superior to standard scalper signals in that they are more accurate, more
reliable and more profitable.
*** Be aware that it is common to see one or two aqua or pink scalper dots register before a
Filtered Signal is generated. When this occurs, the Filtered Signal will usually bring immediate
relief to the rally or sell-off; halting price in its tracks just before it reverses on the next bar(s).

(Depends on Trading Platform and Background Color)
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The Elite Exits™ Indicator seeks out ideal areas for exits that occur when a strong trend reaches
its point of exhaustion via trend decay. Trend decay occurs when a previous uptrend or downtrend
exceeds a specific/defined threshold and then gradually loses steam until all of its momentum is
depleted. An exit signal is then generated when momentum spikes in the opposite direction,
signaling the probable onset of a new trend. The algorithmic engine behind the Elite Exits™
Indicator is completely different than the other Elite Indicators, which is beneficial in two major
ways:

The more signals that are generated, the more potential trading opportunities one will have.
However, when it comes to trade setups and reversal signals, it is crucial to remember the golden
rule of "quality over quantity." While it may be tempting to place a trade whenever a signal is
generated, we strongly encourage traders to seek out areas of Signal Confluence between the
Elite Indicators to find superior trade setups while also filtering out the weaker ones.

Traders can use the Elite Exits™ Indicator along with the Elite Oscillator™, Elite Cycles™, Elite
Scalper Dots™, and Elite Trend Zones™ (Exhaustion +- Signals) together to locate reversal
signals that occur simultaneously (or in close proximity). Reversals are more likely to have
significant follow-through and larger price moves when two or more Indicators register signals in
close proximity. By using the Elite Indicators in conjunction with each other, traders can locate
and identify exceptional trade setups that offer huge potential price moves with very low risk!
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Before learning about the various signals, it is important to understand that the Elite Exits™
Indicator issues broader-based signals than the other Elite Indicators. Though the signals may
often plot just 1-3 bars after major tops and bottoms, these signals are not specifically designed
to always work immediately and are more apt at identifying longer-term tops and bottoms (relative
to the timeframe). For this reason, we recommend using the signals as warning signs to tighten
your stop-losses and to be ready to exit your position in the near future, as opposed to explicit
entry or exit signals.

Minor exit signal that registers when a bearish trend has significantly decayed and bullish
momentum surges to break above a specific threshold. Consider exiting your short position.
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Strong exit signal that registers when a bearish trend is nearly depleted and total bullish
momentum then exceeds total bearish momentum. Be ready to exit your short position very soon.
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Minor exit signal that registers when a bullish trend has significantly decayed and bearish
momentum surges to break above a specific threshold. Consider exiting your long position.

Strong exit signal that registers when a bullish trend is nearly depleted and total bearish
momentum then exceeds total bullish momentum. Be ready to exit your long position very soon.
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The Elite Exits™ Indicator plots four different types of exit signals that are based on the underlying
concept of trend decay. When a trend nears its point of exhaustion it may end with an explosive
capitulation of buying / selling, or gradually decay until the trend is no longer substantial. The Elite
Exits ™ algorithm focuses on the latter to catch minor and major reversals in both price and
momentum after a trend has deteriorated.
Users can modify the sensitivity of the reversal signals that are generated in either of the following
ways:
Increasing the “Exit Strength” input setting will enforce stricter conditionals and rules so
that signals will be more accurate, while occurring less frequently.
Decreasing the “Exit Strength” input setting will bypass certain filters, resulting in a
greater number of signals at the expense of accuracy.

*** Some traders prefer to have many signals generated so that they can pick and choose which
ones they want to trade. Others prefer that only the strongest signals are generated so that they
are not distracted by numerous signals. Regardless of your preference, we strongly recommend
using an “Exit Strength” setting that is no less than 2.5 and no greater than 5.0 ... anything in this
range is generally acceptable and will yield good exit signals.
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The Elite Trend Zones™ Indicator is specifically designed to provide a precise diagnosis of the
current trend at all times. While at first glance it may appear to be similar to other trend-based
Indicators, the primary difference is that it calculates the trend without any artificial smoothing of
price data, resulting in a very reactive and responsive Indicator. Furthermore, its trend-based
algorithm calculates a special “Bull: Bear Ratio” by infusing the trading elements of range,
momentum and verticality of price movements. Regardless of the length setting that is used, it is
very likely that highs and lows in price will coincide with highs and lows on the “Trend Bars”.

Designed to be used in conjunction with the Elite FIBs™ and Elite Trender™, the Elite Trend
Zones™ not only determines the direction and strength of the current trend but it also generates
special “Exhaustion” signals when price, average true range and volatility all reach extreme levels
and then begin regressing towards their means. These signals generally register during intense
uptrends or downtrends and are best suited as profit-taking signals (they can also be used as
minor reversal or buy / sell signals).

- The following pages contain chart examples illustrating the various “Exhaustion Signals” -
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These signals register after an intense bearish trend reaches its point of exhaustion with a final
climactic bout of selling. These signals can be used to establish new long positions, but are best
suited as a signal to take profits and cover an existing short position.
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These signals register after an intense bullish trend reaches its point of exhaustion with a final
climactic bout of buying. These signals can be used to establish new short positions, but are best
suited as a signal to take profits and exit an existing long position.
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The Elite Trender™ is a unique PaintBar-style Indicator that can take any uninformative or hardto-decipher chart and immediately transform it into an incredibly clear market picture by showing
the direction and strength of the current trend. Rather than painting the actual price bars certain
colors, the Elite Trender™ synthesizes its own artificial price data using special calculations that
are based upon an ‘idealized trend-state’. In other words, the algorithm is not concerned with
where price closed last, but instead it is taking averages of the Open, High, Low and Close in
addition to calculating the rate of change and intensity of each and every price move. The result
is an extraordinarily smooth and accurate diagnosis of price data, making it much easier to
decipher price movements by allowing for quick and easy visual identification of the current trend.
The synthetic price bars created by the Elite Trender™ are similar to candlesticks, in that there is
a real body that contains the Open – Close Range, as well as upper and lower wicks that represent
the High – Low Range. While the lack of an upper or lower wick does signify a very strong bearish
or bullish trend, the actual size of the body is much more important when analyzing the trend.
You will notice that as a trend slows down and reaches a turning point, the size of the bodies will
become smaller and smaller until the color of the bars eventually change. This serves as a very
potent warning sign that a trend is losing steam and price may soon reverse its direction.
Whether you are a beginner or an advanced trader, the Elite Trender™ will prove to be an
invaluable addition to your trading arsenal. It is a simple and straightforward approach to
diagnosing the trend, which will enable you to decipher charts and price action more effectively
(and quickly) than ever before.
- The following examples illustrate how the Elite Trender™ can transform ordinary charts –
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The following is a detailed overview of the various input settings that can be customized:
Trend Length: This determines how many bars of price data are used when calculating the
current trend. The default is set to “2”, which provides an equal balance between response time
and smoothness of the data. Increasing the “Trend Length” will result in a smoother plot at the
direct expense of response time. Decreasing the “Trend Length” will result in faster response
time, but at the direct expense of smoothness.
Single Smoothing: This setting applies the minimal amount of smoothing to the price data by
only smoothing it once. Using this setting will result in a faster response time, but it will also
produce more trend-changes and is more prone to the “whipsaw effect”.
Double Smoothing: This setting applies a second layer of smoothing to the price data. We use
this as the default setting because it provides an equal balance between response time and
smoothness of the data.
Triple Smoothing: This setting applies a third layer of smoothing to the price data. While this
setting will result in a slower response time, it will also produce fewer trend-changes (and lessen
the “whipsaw effect”).
Up Color: This setting determines the bar color for a bullish trend-state.
Down Color: This setting determines the bar color for a bearish trend-state.
Wick Color: This setting determines the color of the wicks.
Wick Width: This setting controls the size of the wicks that are plotted.
Body Width: This setting controls the size of the real bodies that are plotted.
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The Elite FIBs™ provide a unique perspective of where price fits into the current trend by plotting
lines similar to Bollinger Bands, yet vastly improved and much more effective.

We have

significantly increased the predictive value of Bollinger Bands by modifying their standard input
values of “Length” and “Standard Deviations” to reflect harmonically reactive numbers and their
derivative ratios rooted in the Fibonacci sequence.

We have also coded smoother bands that

much more accurately reflect price action by utilizing an average of the Open, High, Low and
Close (OHLC); this stands in direct contrast with the “default” calculation of Bollinger Bands, which
only measures closing prices.
We use the Elite FIBs™ as an extremely accurate and simple way of assessing both the direction
as well as the underlying strength of trend. Unlike standard Bollinger Bands, which poorly attempt
to constrict price within their Bands, the Elite FIBs™ are designed for use in exactly the opposite
way; we patiently wait for price action to breakout either above the Upper FIB or beneath the
Lower FIB and then ‘hop on board’ when the Elite Trender™ and Elite Trend Zones™ are all in
agreement (all bullish / bearish), thereby confirming a strong bullish or bearish trend.
The Elite FIBs™ are fully compatible with real price data, as well as the Elite Trender™ artificial
price data. Regardless of which type of price data you use, the underlying concepts remain the
same:
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If you have ever studied Bollinger Bands, then you might have noted, “These cute things almost
work once in a while;” and if you have attempted to trade with them, then you must have realized
that they do not provide accurate timing signals. Whether referring to the “20” period or the “2”
standard deviation, these almost arbitrary input settings simply do not accurately reflect the highly
recurring, fractal nature of market cycles. Can you decipher accurately timed buy and sell signals
out of the Bollinger Band example below? We cannot either.
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Now look at the exact same chart overlaid with the Elite FIBs™ and the Elite Trend
Zones™. Upon first glance, your eyes can immediately discern both the direction and the strength
of trend. In stark comparison to the previous Bollinger Band examples, note how price action
continually respects the Elite FIBs™, as if price itself knows exactly where they are. You can
clearly see where the downtrend loses steam, begins to transition, reverses direction upward and
confirms the breakout.

Lagging Bollinger Bands do not anticipate short-term price action or signal important turning points
in the market and can only provide a technician with generalities to weigh. In marked contrast,
the Elite FIBs™ are specifically designed for trend-based trading; they allow you to determine the
direction of trend upon first glance while also providing valuable insight into market character.
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The Elite FIBs™ are fully compatible with real price data in addition to the Elite Trender™ synthetic
price data.
The following is a detailed overview of the various input settings that may be customized:
Use Real Price Data: This setting calculates the positions of the FIBs based on real price data.
When using real price data, a bullish trend is present when price is above the Upper FIB and a
bearish trend is present when price is below the Lower FIB.
Use Elite Trender Price Data: This setting calculates the positions of the FIBs based on the
synthetic Elite Trender™ price data. When using the synthetic Elite Trender™ price data, a bullish
trend is present when the Elite Trender bars are above the Upper FIB and a bearish trend is
present when the Elite Trender™ bars are below the Lower FIB.
The other settings refer to the synthetic Elite Trender™ price data. If you are using the Elite
FIBs™ with the Elite Trender™ price data, you must ensure that both Indicators have identical
settings for the “Trend Length” and the type of smoothing (single, double, triple).
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The Elite Trailing Stop™ is a simple, yet highly effective stop-loss Indicator that is unlike other
“static” or “lazy” stop-loss methods. The algorithm is based on a specific range calculation that
utilizes standard deviations of recent price movement; it is NOT just a simple ATR-based stop.
As price crosses over or under the stop-loss, it will automatically adjust and recalculate a new
stop-loss in the opposite direction.
As price moves up or down, the stop-loss continuously adjusts itself after every single bar so that
profits are constantly protected as price continues to move in your favor.
During periods of consolidation or sideways price movement, the “Smart Stop” technology will
pinpoint recent support and resistance levels and remain unchanged until price resume moving
upwards or downwards.

The “Stop Proximity” input setting is fully customizable and allows you to set your stop-loss
however tight or loose you desire. The default setting is “3.00”, however we strongly recommend
experimenting a bit to find the setting most reflective of your specific trading instrument, interval
period and trading style. Some traders prefer a very tight stop-loss, while others prefer more
‘breathing room’ and fewer price crossovers.

- The following examples illustrate how the Elite Trailing Stop™ accurately tracks price -
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The Elite Targets™ Indicator is designed to help traders determine precisely when and where to
exit a trade (whether it be for a profit or for a loss). The algorithm behind the Elite Targets™
calculates fixed price levels for both profit-targets and stop-losses, in addition to the special
“Market Stop Level”. By synergizing the trading elements of range, volatility and time decay, the
Market Stop Level updates after each bar to show the recommended stop-loss level based on the
current market environment (it is displayed on the chart as ***).
The Elite Targets™ Indicator is fully customizable and has the ability to be adapted to any
timeframe and any level of risk tolerance. The profit-target and stop-loss levels that are generated
are customized based on your specific risk tolerance and desired Risk: Reward Ratio; greatly
assisting with the crucial element of money management. You simply define your risk-tolerance
by choosing the amount you are willing to risk (as a percentage) in addition to your desired Risk:
Reward Ratio and the Indicator does the rest … automatically calculating and plotting 3 levels for
profit-targets and 3 levels for stop-losses. The following section contains a detailed explanation
of how to properly customize the input settings.
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It is extremely important that you customize the Elite Targets™ Indicator to suit your specific
trading vehicle, interval period (timeframe), and risk tolerance. This is easily accomplished by
adjusting the following input settings:
Risk: Reward Ratio: This setting determines the ratio of distance to use for each profit-target
(PT) and stop-loss (SL) level. Using a setting of “1” will plot each profit level and stop-loss level
at an equal distance. A setting of “2” will plot each profit level approximately twice the distance
as its respective stop-loss level (P-1 is twice as far as L-1). A setting of “3” will plot each profit
level approximately three times the distance as its respective stop-loss level (P-1 is three times
greater than L-1). This setting is fully customizable and any number may be used.
Stop-Loss Percentage: Defines your risk-tolerance by determining where each stop-loss level
is placed (based on the percentage that you are willing to risk). For example, using a setting of
“0.5” means that L-1 will be approximately 0.5% below the current price, L-2 at 1.0%, and L-3 at
1.5%. There is no right or wrong number to use, but it should properly suit the timeframe and
symbol that you are trading.
Long Position: Set to “True” to specifically calculate each level for a long position.
Short Position: Set to “True” to specifically calculate each level for a short position.
Decimals: Determines how many decimals are used when displaying the price levels. Use a
setting of “2” for most stocks and a setting of “4-5” for currencies and FOREX symbols. Futures
vary depending on the specific trading instrument, so please customize your decimal places
accordingly!
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We at Fibozachi have added an innovative and proprietary new feature to many of
our Indicators (including the Elite Oscillator™ and the Elite Trend Zones™) called
"DOBOS™", which stands for “Dynamic OverBought/OverSold Levels”.

These

special OB/OS Levels are calculated using recent price movements and Indicator
values, which help to determine exactly where the Indicator will become
OverBought or OverSold, based on the current market environment. This is a
significantly more accurate and effective method of determining the OverBought
and OverSold Levels of an Indicator. Instead of always using static values like “80”
and “20”, DOBOS™ will automatically synchronize the OB/OS Levels after each bar
so that you remain in perfect harmony with the current market.
Market environments are rapidly changing and price often behaves much differently
during one period of time than another … this holds true whether you are trading on
a 1-minute chart or a monthly chart. Therefore, it is vital that the Indicators we use
to trade are able to recognize and adapt once a market or price begins to behave
differently. Using static OB/OS Levels that never change is just not reliable or
effective since both price and the market environment is constantly changing and
evolving. Our “DOBOS™” Levels overcome this problem by adapting to the recent
market behavior and pin-pointing the ideal values for where the OverBought and
OverSold Levels should be, based on the current market environment.
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OB/OS Lookback Period: This is the number of bars used for calculating the
OB/OS values. Since part of the formula references the Min/Max range of Indicator
values over the "Lookback Period" number of bars, using a longer number like the
default "200" will provide stable longer-term OB/OS levels, whereas a shorter
setting of say "50" will act more like "Deviation or Bollinger Bands" in the way that
they move (more closely with the Indicator's peaks and troughs).
OB/OS Buffer: This extends the OB/OS levels so that they are more difficult to
penetrate.

This setting should be a value between 0 and 1.0 and you can

experiment with it to adjust how 'strict' the OB/OS levels are (how often they are
penetrated).
Show OB/OS Crossovers: These signals occur when the Indicator value crosses
above or below the OB/OS Levels.
Show DOBOS™ Reversals: These reversal signals are a blend of conditions that
must occur along with the Indicator value being either OB/OS and reversing its
slope. If all conditions are satisfied, then a DOBOS™ Reversal signal is generated
and plotted. These signals are rare, yet they are extremely accurate and often catch
major tops and bottoms in price.
*** DOBOS Reversal Signals are issued by the Elite Trend Zones. They are not
issued by the Elite Oscillator because the DOBOS signals coincide with the existing
buy/sell signals that are generated. That being said, users do have the choice of
using either fixed or dynamic OB/OS Levels.
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The algorithms that power the Elite Indicators and generate their varying signals are unique to
one another (each approaches the concept of ‘price reversals’ via different trading concepts).

Therefore, it is quite significant when two, three, or even four of these specific Elite Indicators
each generate signals in very close proximity (or simultaneously). Finding these areas of “Signal
Confluence” is your #1 goal when trying to locate and identify an ideal trading candidate. When
prime conditions exist and odds are stacked in your favor, the probability of a winning trade
increases dramatically. We cannot stress enough how maintaining a focus on ‘Signal Confluence’
will help to improve your trading (and your account size).

- The following chart examples show areas of bullish & bearish “Signal Confluence” -
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While half of the Elite Indicators are specifically designed to identify market tops and bottoms
and catch price reversals, the other half are focused on analyzing and diagnosing the strength
and direction of the current trend.

provide a precise diagnosis of the current trend at all times
by calculating a special Bull: Bear ratio based on unsmoothed actual price data.
synthesizes its own artificial price data using special calculations
that are based upon an ‘idealized trend-state’.
assess both the direction as well as the underlying strength of trend,
while also catching bullish and bearish breakouts.

Though these trend-based Elite Indicators each employ a different approach when calculating the
trend, they all complement each other. While each of these Indicators may be prone to some
whipsaws if used independently, combining all of them together results in an almost ‘bulletproof’
method of identifying true bullish and bearish trends. By ensuring that all three Indicators are in
harmony (agreement with one another), you can be very confident that the underlying trend is
undeniably bullish or bearish. Finding these areas of “Trend Confluence” is the main factor to
consider when trying to locate or diagnose a strong bullish or bearish trend.
- The following chart examples show areas of bullish & bearish “Trend Confluence” –
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Elite Oscillator™ Signals:

The EO is certainly our preferred “go-to” method for

determining when and where to actually enter a trade. That being said, we rarely establish
a position when only a minor Buy or Sell Dot registers. We prefer to patiently wait (or
quickly scan) for the Cycle, SuperCycle and Filtered signals to register. These superior
types of signals significantly increase the odds for a profitable trade.
Elite Cycles™: Cycle Spike Signals: The Bullish / Bearish ‘Cycle Spike’ signals can be
used to identify price reversals by detecting the onset of a new cycle. These signals are
quite precise and can therefore be used as a method of establishing new positions or
exiting current ones. They can also be used to identify areas of ‘Signal Confluence’ by
confirming signals that are generated by the other Elite Indicators.
Elite Scalper Dot™ Signals: The Bull/Bear Scalper signals are primarily intended to be
used as profit-taking signals, as opposed to entry signals. That being said, these signals
will often precede major swing highs or lows in price. If you are trying to scalp a quick 1-5
bar reversal, then these are valid entry signals (better suited for larger timeframes); if not,
they are best used as a warning sign that will alert your to a possible top or bottom. They
can also help you locate areas with ‘Signal Confluence’ by providing additional confirmation
that price is ready to reverse its direction. Be on the lookout for ‘EO Signals’ and
‘Exhaustion +- Signals’ that register just after Scalper Dot signals, as this helps to increase
the odds for a successful trade.
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Elite Trend Zones™: Exhaustion Signals:

Similar to the Scalper Dot signals, the

Exhaustion signals are primarily intended to be used as profit-taking signals, rather than
entry signals. However, they are also extremely useful when trying to identify areas with
‘Signal Confluence’ and can enhance reversal trade setups by providing additional
confirmation that price is ready to reverse its direction. If an ‘Exhaustion Signal’ registers
in close proximity to any of the other ‘Elite Signals’, the odds for a significant price reversal
increases (thereby making it suitable for use as an entry signal).
Elite Trender™, Elite FIBs™ & Elite Trend Zones™: Each of these Indicators employs
unique algorithms that are designed for trend-based trading. All three can be combined to
provide confirmation that a trend is either bullish or bearish by simply ensuring that they
are all in harmony. The underlying trend is undeniably bullish if the Elite Trender is Green,
price is above the Elite FIBs, and the Elite Trend Bars are in the “Buy Zone”. Conversely,
the trend is undeniably bearish if the Elite Trender is Blue, price is below the Elite FIBs,
and the Elite Trend Bars are in the “Sell Zone”.
You may wish to locate a reversal signal on a larger timeframe and then zoom in to a
smaller timeframe; executing your position once all three Indicators are bullish or bearish.
For example, if you locate a 60-minute SuperCycle buy signal using the EO, you can then
zoom in to the 10 or 15-minute and execute your position if and when the trend is bullish
on all three Indicators. Many different techniques can be used and we strongly encourage
you to experiment for yourself with the Elite Indicators to see which combinations best
compliment your specific trading style.
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Elite Target Levels™: Use the P-1, P-2, P-3 and L-1, L-2, L-3 lines generated by the Elite
Targets Indicator to determine the exact level of your initial stop-loss and profit-target(s).
Customize the “Stop-Loss Percentage and “Risk: Reward Ratio” settings for your specific
timeframe, trading vehicle, and risk tolerance.
You can choose to use either a fixed stop-loss level or you can use the “Elite Stop”, which
is the recommended stop-loss level based on the current market environment. If using the
Elite Stop, we recommend continuously adjusting your stop-loss as it updates after each
bar.
Occasionally, the Elite Stop will plot too close to price, not giving your position enough
room to ‘breathe’. This is almost always the result of a timeframe or symbol that has an
Average True Range from bar to bar that is extremely small … in other words, consecutive
bars often have the exact same open, high, low or close prices and there is a lack of upward
or downward directional movement. When this is the case, we recommend that you simply
increase the “Elite Stop Multiplier”, which will adjust the level of the stop-loss to better suit
your timeframe.

Elite FIBs™: The Upper and Lower FIBs can also be used to determine where to place
your stop-loss (only after price has managed to move above or below them). Once price
has closed above the Upper FIB, you can then set your stop-loss just a few ticks below
the Lower FIB. Conversely, once price has closed beneath the Lower FIB, you can then
set your stop-loss just a few ticks above the Upper FIB. Using this method may better suit
your trading style by giving your positions a bit more leeway; helping to catch bigger moves
while still being able to exit at the first sign of weakness.
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There are several methods that can be used to determine when and where to exit a trade, scale
up your stops or take profits.

Elite Scalper Dot™ Signals: Using the Scalper Dot Signals is one of the easiest and
most effective ways of determining when to take profits on a position. Since the signals
are generated by an excess of momentum on multiple time frames, they will always
register before price actually changes direction. Since it is not uncommon to see a “Level
3” Signal plot just before a “Level 5” or “Filtered” Signal, we recommend immediately
scaling your stop-loss up/down when a “Level 3” Signal registers and exiting your entire
position once a “Level 5” or “Filtered” Signal is generated.

Elite Exits™ Signals: These exit signals usually precede broader, longer-term price
reversals, which serve as reliable warning signs that alert you to the likelihood of a major
top or bottom. When you see one of these signals, we recommend immediately scaling
your stop-loss up/down, while still giving your position a bit of breathing room. These
signals can also be used to identify areas of ‘Signal Confluence’ by confirming signals that
are generated by the other Elite Indicators.

Elite Trend Zones™: Exhaustion Signals: The Exhaustion +- Signals generated by the
Elite Trend Zones is another very effective exit technique, which enables traders to exit a
position once a trend loses all its steam and exhausts itself. We recommend immediately
scaling your stop-loss up/down when an Exhaustion Signal is registered and exiting the
position altogether if price takes out the high/low of the bar when the Signal is registered.
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Elite Trender™, Elite FIBs™ & Elite Trend Zones™: You can monitor your long or short
position by simply ensuring that two or more of these Indicators are all in agreement.
Positions can be exited once the Elite Trender changes colors, price returns to within the
FIBs, or once the Elite Trend Bars crossover from the “Buy Zone” to “Sell Zone”, or vice
versa.

Elite Oscillator™ Buy & Sell Dots: The EO Buy & Sell Signals can be used as both a
method of entry and exit for a position. If you are holding a long position and an EO Sell
Dot registers, we strongly advise you to immediately scale up your stop-loss to just under
the lows of the most recent 1-3 bars. You may instead choose to exit the position if you
are not confident that price will continue to move higher. If you are holding a short position
and an EO Buy Dot registers, we strongly advise you to immediately scale down your stoploss to just above the highs of the most recent 1-3 bars. You may instead choose to exit
the position if you are not confident that price will continue to move lower.
*** Some traders choose to customize a separate EO for exit signals by speeding up its
input settings to 8,5,3 or simply changing the Overbought/Oversold levels.

Elite Cycles™: Cycle Spike Signals: The Bullish / Bearish ‘Cycle Spike’ signals can be
used as a method of establishing new positions or exiting current ones. If you are holding
a long position and a bearish ‘Cycle Spike’ signal registers, we strongly advise you to
immediately scale up your stop-loss to just under the lows of the most recent 1-3 bars. If
you are holding a short position and a bullish ‘Cycle Spike’ signal registers, we strongly
advise you to immediately scale down your stop-loss to just above the highs of the most
recent 1-3 bars. You may instead choose to exit the position if you are not confident that
price will continue to move lower.
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Each Elite Indicators comes with a specialized “scanner version” that are designed to be used
with the scanning tools found within your trading platform. This allows you to unlock the full
potential of the Elite Indicators by giving you the ability to find buy signals and sell signals for ANY
symbol(s) across ANY interval period of time, tick OR volume!
The very best way to take full advantage of the signals generated by each of the Elite Indicators
is to incorporate real-time and end-of-day signal scans into your trading routine.

Start Scanning for ANY or ALL of the Different Signals on:

The Elite Indicators are compatible with the following platforms and scanners:
NinjaTrader: Market Analyzer
TradeStation: RadarScreen & Scanner
MultiCharts: Real-Time Market Scanner
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Whether you trade stocks, options, ETFs, bonds, futures, or FOREX – running scans will prove
itself to be invaluable to your daily trading routine. The Elite Indicators enable you to scan for all
intra-day signals in real-time during the session, as well as EOD scans for signals on the daily,
weekly or monthly timeframes.

The Elite Trader Package™ will prove itself invaluable to your daily trading routine by
enabling you to:

Immediately incorporate sniper-like focus, discipline and precision within your daily
routine by executing trades based on Elite signals;
Systematically organize your trading plan around the Elite Indicators by scanning any
symbol(s) on any interval period of time, tick or volume for only the most powerful buy &
sell signals;
Approach each trading session with a defined trading plan and crystal-clear guidelines that
explicitly determine what, when, where and how you will execute extraordinarily highprobability trades.
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The Elite Trader Package™ is a complete trading solution, providing Indicators for each different
aspect of trading (price reversals, trend diagnosis, risk management). When used properly and
with discipline, the Elite Indicators will provide you with a solid foundation for achieving consistent
profits and trading success. However, many traders struggle to remain disciplined during each
and every trading session. For this reason, we strongly urge you to develop a daily trading
regimen that determines how you locate, execute and manage each of your trades.
There are numerous ways to establish and manage positions using the Elite Indicators, but the
most important factor in your trading success will be developing your own specific ‘game plan’
and sticking to it. Consider the following questions when constructing your own game plan:
-

What market(s) or symbol(s) will you focus on?

-

What timeframe(s) will you focus on?

-

Will you establish long positions, short positions, or both?

-

How many positions can you comfortably manage at once?

-

What does your ideal trade setup look like?

-

What signals or conditions will you use to identify trade candidates?

-

What exactly must occur before you execute a long or short position?

-

How much will you risk? Where will you set your stop-loss & profit targets?

No longer be indecisive when your game plan tells you to trigger a trade
Never enter a trade without a pre-defined stop-loss
Never second-guess yourself after establishing a position

Determine your own specific trading game plan and soon enough everything will become secondnature. With proper discipline and focus, the Elite Indicators will help you pave your way to trading
success.
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The Elite Trader Package™ can be leased via the following options:

*** Included with your demo is a $200 credit that can be applied towards the
purchase of the Elite Trader Package™ or any of the individual Elite
Indicators! You will be able to evaluate all the Elite Indicators with our
guarantee that you won’t walk away empty-handed!
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The Elite Trader Package™ can be leased via the following options:
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The terms “Company”, “us” or “we” refer to Fibozachi.com, its parent company Fibozachi LLC, and all
subsidiaries, affiliates, officers or employees therein. The term “you” refers to the user or customer of
Fibozachi.com. The terms “Content” and “Information” refer to the Indicators, tools, strategies, techniques,
systems, manuals, data, communications and any other associated products or material of the Company.
License:
You are purchasing a single user license. You may not: copy, modify, publish, retransmit, participate in
the transfer or sale of, distribute, perform, display, or create derivative works from, any of the Content or
Information in any way.
Disclaimer:
All Content and Information provided is for educational purposes only. Fibozachi.com and Fibozachi LLC
(the “Company”) is not an investment advisory service, broker-dealer, commodity trading advisor, legal
advisor, tax advisor, or registered investment advisor, and does not purport to tell or suggest which
commodities, currencies or securities customers should buy or sell for themselves. The affiliates,
employees or officers of the Company may hold positions in the commodities, currencies or securities
discussed here.
You understand and acknowledge that there is a high degree of risk involved in trading commodities,
currencies or securities. You also understand and acknowledge that there is an extremely high degree of
risk involved in trading leveraged vehicles such as futures or options, where you can lose more than the
initial sum of your investment. The Company, its subsidiaries, affiliates, officers and employees assume
no responsibility or liability for your trading or investment results.
It should not be assumed that the Indicators, tools, strategies, techniques, systems, manuals, data,
communications or any other associated products and material of the Company, collectively the “Content”
and “Information,” presented in its products or services will be profitable or that they will not result in losses.
Past results of any individual trader or trading system published by Company are not indicative of future
returns by that trader or system, and are not indicative of future returns, which may or may not be realized
by you. In addition, the articles, blogs, chat, columns, Indicators, methods, strategies, systems,
techniques, tools, and all other features of Company's website (collectively, the “Information”) are provided
for educational purposes only and should not be construed as investment advice. Any articles, blogs, chat,
columns, comments, discussions, drawings, and examples, including any other items intended to illustrate
Information presented on Company's website, are for educational purposes only; such are not solicitations
of any order to buy or sell. Accordingly, you should not rely solely on the Information in making any
investment. Rather, you should use the Information only as a starting point for doing additional
independent research in order to allow you to form your own opinion regarding any investment. You should
always check with your licensed financial advisor and tax advisor to determine the suitability of any
investment.
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IN CONSIDERING WHETHER TO TRADE, YOU SHOULD BE AWARE OF THE FOLLOWING:
HYPOTHETICAL OR SIMULATED PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE CERTAIN INHERENT
LIMITATIONS. UNLIKE AN ACTUAL PERFORMANCE RECORD, SIMULATED RESULTS DO NOT
REPRESENT ACTUAL TRADING AND MAY NOT BE IMPACTED BY BROKERAGE AND OTHER
SLIPPAGE FEES. ALSO, SINCE THE TRADES HAVE NOT ACTUALLY BEEN EXECUTED, THE
RESULTS MAY HAVE UNDER- OR OVER-COMPENSATED FOR THE IMPACT, IF ANY, OF CERTAIN
MARKET FACTORS, SUCH AS LACK OF LIQUIDITY. SIMULATED TRADING PROGRAMS IN
GENERAL ARE ALSO SUBJECT TO THE FACT THAT THEY ARE DESIGNED WITH THE BENEFIT OF
HINDSIGHT. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELY TO
ACHIEVE PROFITS OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN.
TRADING IS AN EXTREMELY DIFFICULT PROBABILISTIC ENDEAVOR THAT REQUIRES
TECHNICAL SKILL AND EMOTIONAL DISCIPLINE AT THE VERY MINIMUM. EVEN A GREAT TRADER
WITH EXCELLENT ANALYSIS, RESOURCES, TOOLS, TECHNIQUES, STRATEGIES, PLANS,
CONTINGENCIES, AND EXPLICITLY DEFINED RULES FOR MANAGING RISK EXPOSURE IS OFTEN
WRONG. THERE ALWAYS REMAIN REAL AND UNQUANTIFIABLE RISKS SUCH AS GOVERNMENT
INTERVENTION OF RULE / LAW CHANGES. RISK PREVENTION MEASURES SUCH AS PROTECTIVE
STOPS DO NOT PREVENT THE RISK OF GAP OPENINGS OR LOCK-LIMIT MOVES.
YOU AGREE THAT NEITHER FIBOZACHI LLC, NOR ITS SUBSIDIARIES, AFFILIATES, OFFICERS OR
EMPLOYEES, SHALL BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY OTHER THIRD PARTY FOR ANY DIRECT,
INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES. MEMBERS AND VISITORS
(“USERS”) AGREE TO INDEMNIFY AND HOLD FIBOZACHI LLC, AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES,
AFFILIATES, OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES, HARMLESS FROM ANY CLAIM OR DEMAND,
INCLUDING REASONABLE ATTORNEYS’ FEES, MADE BY ANY THIRD PARTY DUE TO OR ARISING
OUT OF A USER’S USE OF FIBOZACHI LLC’S WEBSITES.
TradeStation Disclaimer:
“Neither TradeStation Technologies nor any of its affiliates has reviewed, certified, endorsed, approved,
disapproved or recommended, and neither does or will review, certify, endorse, approve, disapprove or
recommend, any trading software tool that is designed to be compatible with the TradeStation Open
Platform.”
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